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Grand Strand Community Against Rape sponsors ‘Clothesline Project’

Organizations raised awareness about rape on campus with a two-day display of T-shirts hung around the Prince Lawn. All students, faculty and staff were invited to make their own T-shirt that portrayed the emotions or the trials that people have endured or experienced as a result of rape or abuse. Please see page B5 for more information about this event.

COIIFA dean search ends; see by Ashley Taliana

After nine months of searching, the Thomas W. and Robin W. College of Humanities and Fine Arts has found what it’s looking for: a new dean. William Harrison Richardson from the University of Washington at Tacoma will assume his duties as dean of the college on July 1.

Fifty-five applicants responded to the university’s quest to replace former dean Lynn Franken who left CCU last July to accept the position of vice president of academic affairs at Beloit College in Beloit, Wis. The initial pool of applicants was narrowed down to 10, then to four finalists who visited CCU’s campus.

“One of the things that is most exciting about this position is the breadth of responsibility and the people. When I visited I really liked all of the people; the president, the students, the faculty and staff were all really enthusiastic,” said Richardson in a recent interview.

The dean selection committee was made up of 12 members, including one chair, one representative of the college’s board of visitors, two administrative appointees and representatives from the college’s eight departments: English, history, foreign language, philosophy, theatre, music and art.

“Everyone on the committee made a great investment of time and effort and did an outstanding job. It was a pleasure to serve with them,” said Prince about his fellow committee members.

In other campus position searches, six firms have shown interest in conducting a presidential search for CCU. A new president is expected to take office June 30 of 2007.

The provost search committee will be recommending internal candidates for the provost position to President Ingle, who is expected to choose a new provost in the near future.

Searches continue for the director of public safety, the director of counseling services and dean of the College of Natural and Applied Sciences.

Press photo

Before accepting the dean position, Richardson was employed at the University of Tacoma in Washington since 1990. While at Tacoma, he worked in various positions including professor and director of interdisciplinary arts and sciences, director of the liberal studies program, acting dean and campus head and interim director of the global honors program.

Other universities he has been employed at include Wichita State University, University of Kansas, Moscow State University in the Soviet Union and various schools across the state of California. Richardson earned bachelor’s degrees in Russian and history from the University of California at Santa Barbara. He earned both his master’s degree and doctorate in history from the University of California at Berkeley. Richardson has experience in four languages: Russian, German, French and Spanish.
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Santee sprinklers go off; flood dorms

by Raytesia Evans

Staff Writer

Fire marshal Steve Kelsey was called from his home on April 1 to assist campus police with a hazardous incident in the Santee Residence Hall. A freshman student hung clothes on a fire sprinkler in her dorm room on the third floor after doing laundry. This set off the sprinklers, which caused the building fire alarm to go off around 10:30 p.m.

The situation was handled by the fire marshal and campus security on duty. Residents were standing outside of the building for hours, watching with curious eyes once they found out it was not a fire drill. "There was no fire but a lot of damage to the rooms," said Kelsey.

Besides the students' rooms on the third floor, other rooms on the second and third floor of Santee were damaged. Students' belongings were soaked after the incident occurred.

Willette A. Capers, the residence hall coordinator (RHC), and the resident assistants (RA) helped Kelsey and campus police clear up the situation as quickly as possible to get residents in the building and back to their rooms. The damage to the entire building made it impossible for many students to sleep in their own dorm rooms and they had to make arrangements to spend the night with friends while maintenance cleaned up the mess until around 4 a.m. the next morning.

At the beginning of fall semester 2005, Capers and the RAs in the building had a meeting on each floor informing students of resident hall rules.

"We told students not to hang anything on the sprinklers in the first hall meeting," said Capers.

Students are not supposed to hang materials from sprinklers or smoke detectors," said Kelsey.

Editor's note: The student's name is not being disclosed for privacy and safety reasons.

Ronald D. Lackey Service Award nominees named

The Ronald D. Lackey Service Award will be presented at the university's Annual Honors Convocation on Tuesday, April 25 in the Wheelwright Auditorium at 7 p.m. This is one of the most prestigious awards on our campus.

The following eight candidates have been selected as finalists for the Ronald D. Lackey Service Award, 2006 and have met the following criteria:

• in good academic standing;
• will graduate in May, 2006 or December, 2006;
• have been significantly involved in campus organizations;
• have provided leadership and service that has benefited the campus;
• have contributed significantly to the quality of campus life.

John Adamec
Allanah Dobson
Melinda Harrigan
Amanda Hillman
Nikita Jones
James Mau
Karla Perez-Velez
Erin Prince

Campus bulletin board

- The last film in the Foreign Film Series, "Nobody Knows," (Japanese with subtitles) will be shown in the Wall Auditorium at 7 p.m. on April 24.
- A Krispy Kreme Doughnut fundraiser will be held on the Prince Lawn beginning at 9 a.m. on April 25 to raise money for CCU bands.
- COHFA will be holding another Pizza Day in the Edwards Courtyard on April 26 at 11 a.m. Pizza and soda will be available for $1.
- The movie "Peaceable Kingdom" is being shown in the Edwards building room 242 at 6 p.m. Contact Renee Smith for more information.
- Grammy award-winning folk duo Jay Ungar and Molly Mason, in concert with The Mammals, will perform on Wednesday, April 26 at 7 p.m. at the Springmaid Beach Resort Conference Center in Myrtle Beach. Tickets are $50.
- The Student Leadership Awards Ceremony will be held on April 27 at 7 p.m. in the Edwards Recital Hall.
- Late-night "Bingo!" will be held in the Commons on April 27 beginning at 10 p.m.
- The Baptist Collegiate Ministries will present "Elevate," a free program of music, worship and artistic expression on April 30 at 4:30 p.m. in the Wall Auditorium.
- United States Senator Joe Biden (Democrat- Delaware) will be the keynote speaker at the Gallivants Ferry Stamp on Monday, May 1 in Gallivants Ferry, S.C. The event is open and free to the public.
- A "Final Exam Breakfast" will be given in the Commons at 10 p.m. on May 1.
- Final exam week is May 1-5. Go to www.coastal.edu/registration/RegistrarSchedule.html to find out what the time blocks are for each day.
- Black Enterprise has opened the registration for their Entrepreneurs Conference that will be held in Dallas from May 17-20. The conference provides African American undergraduates the chance to attend educational sessions that will help them understand leadership and long-term goals. Students interested in registering should go to www.blackenterprise.com/becc.
- Be sure to pick up your free copy of " Tempo" and "Archaries," the two campus magazines, from the Student Organization Suite.

Compiled by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor

REMEMBER TO ALWAYS

RECYCLE

Lessons We've Learned '06: Sometimes the best lessons are taught outside of the classroom.

Now at Sunbelt Rentals, when we took it upon ourselves to become the premier equipment rental company in the nation, we knew we had a lot of room for growth. Along the way, we learned a whole lot about ourselves and the industry we strive to serve.

Sure, some of our teachers are corporate consultants, others are drivers, mechanics, tackle scouts—smart men and women, all who have had hands-on a better way to get things done, the days when we went where we are today, learning from the best, brightest and most ambitious. And that's a lesson worth learning. Apply online at www.sunbeltrentals.com/careers.
Mentors

Continued from page A7

Below is a list of the 2006-2007 peer mentors:

Lindsay Bannon, early education major
Cathy Mingee, marine science major
Heather Eurich, resort tourism management major
Caroline P. Smith, English major
Marissa Redman, psychology major
Raytevia Evans, English major
Trevor Arrowood, biology major
Loren Yakopcic, communication major
Heather Remley, biology and art major
Shayla Sanders, communication major
Brette Wilson, psychology major
Hollie Smith, marketing major

Hillery Brown, marine science major
Kyle Honner, management major
Javonne Ford, health promotions major
Mandy Przybylofski, special education major
Lauren Brajer, English and communication major
Samantha LeChair, political science major
Susie Ticket, health promotions major
Megan McCormick, English major
Christina Gladmon, marine science major
Bo Grechka, history major

The following juniors and seniors were inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa on Sunday, April 23:

Courtney Michelle Bates
Stephanie Rachel DeBates
Daniel John Colaizzi
Ryan Christopher Crain
Mark Anthony deSouza
Alexandria Jennifer Greenler
Lauren Amber Helms
John Douglas Morrell
Richard Obiri Odame
Alissa N. Rackley
Christina Ann Raric

Ashley Marie Taliana
Klara Tansky
Leilani Alexis Thomas
Leighlynn Theresa
Underhill
Melody Jean van der Linde
Ryan Marie Younis

The members of ODK would like to congratulate the new initiates on the achievements that led to their acceptance.

In other ODK news, Dr. Robert "Dr. Bob" Squatriglia and Jason Schipper were recently elected as Regional Directors for Region 1.

Art history combines with graphic design to create online learning tool

by Caroline P. Smith

Assistant Editor

Who said history can't be fun? Art history professor Arne Flaten and graphic design professor Paul Olsen have collaborated their departments and created an online learning tool that is totally unique and totally visual.

Using the knowledge and skills of art history and graphic design students, the two subjects have combined to form a unique online web site designed to make ancient history animated and interactive. The site is called Ashes2Art and is the brainchild of Flaten and Olsen.

Ashes2Art will combine animation, video game technology with historical and archaeological knowledge of ancient cities in Italy to create a device that enables students to learn about these places within an interactive environment. In the 2005 Maymester, Flaten traveled to Italy with a group of students as part of the Study Abroad program at Coastal Carolina University. After the students left, Professor Olsen joined Flaten in Florence where they took digital panoramic and still pictures of various piazzas and monuments.

In the fall of 2005, Flaten offered an art history course that focused on developing this project. Students enrolled in the class were told the basic idea and then given free rein as to how they wanted to put it together.

"Fortunately, the project was done in such a way that students had freedom to choose their own styles and approaches," Flaten said. "They were given freedom to select the tools, software and techniques they wanted to use for their projects." Students were able to work on the project in their own ways, building upon the ideas of their peers.

The four students who are skilled in web design and computer software also managed the templates, the flow and the appearance of the Web site using software programs such as Dreamweaver, Flash and StudioMax.

The other 12 students in the class handled writing the essays that accompanied the pictures and animation for this project. Students were also able to personalize their pages to include life experiences relevant to the topics they were studying.

"The project provided us with a unique opportunity to work together on the project, and it also allowed us to bring our individual skills and experiences together," said Flaten. "It was an interactive learning experience for all, and the students were able to use their own talents to create a product that was both educational and entertaining."
The Showdown: Should the U.S. government legalize marijuana?

by Paul McKeever Robinson
Art Director

The main reason we should legalize pot is so 4:20 can be recognized as a national holiday, and if people don't celebrate it, they can just take that day off.

But, seriously, the reason marijuana is not legalized in our country today is all linked back to the Industrial Revolution when the Robber Barons and the Industrial Kingsmen said that marijuana is hallucinogenic drug, but people need to realize that only one part of the plant is.

If only one part of the plant is grown, then from the plant the industries could use it to make a bumble fuel, a textile material and make hemp rope. The great part about this is that we could stop cutting down forests that are used for paper and wood and instead use this part of marijuana to make paper. We are destroying our air supply and killing the wildlife areas around us by cutting down trees.

In areas of growing the part of the plant that produces a drug, it has already been proven that it helps with chemotherapy patients and people suffering from glaucoma. People need to realize that marijuana is not a gateway drug, and if it is used responsibly, then it could be used recreationally just as alcohol is.

I am not supporting the use of marijuana because anything used at an abusive rate can become addicting and can be troublesome to a person's lifestyle, such as smoking cigarettes and excessive alcohol consumption are.

I only advocate the legalization of the growth and use of marijuana to save the forests and the ozone by finding a better burning fuel and help to output the textile industry, not for its use as a drug. Making people more comfortable in their times of medical pain and suffering is more important than using a drug recreationally.

by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor

For me, it comes down to this: marijuana is a drug, and our government has made it illegal for a reason.

I have never used drugs but I do know people who smoke weed on a regular basis and I even know people who have tried harder drugs like cocaine and ecstasy. Though I do not understand why people feel the need to try or misuse drugs, I understand that it is their right to break the law should they so choose.

However, if the government has declared a drug or substance unsafe or immoral to use, then we should rest assured that they have done so for good and logical reasons. Marijuana has medicinal uses and it should be restricted to just those uses. Any other way teenagers or adults have found to use the drug is classified as abuse.

If people who misuse drugs believe that they must go to great heights to have fun, then they have serious misconceptions of what fun truly is. Sure, laughing your head off at inane comments made by cartoon characters on Adult Swim at 2 a.m. while eating a ridiculous amount of snack foods can be fun, but I'm pretty sure that can be done without the help of weed.

Maybe I'm just old-fashioned, but whatever happened to good, clean fun? When did people start needing to abuse various substances just to get a kick out of life? Fact of the matter is, marijuana could very well be a gateway drug. Even though many people will say that people who smoke weed hardly ever move on to harder drugs, the possibility is still there. People who smoke more and more marijuana will eventually decide that a bong just doesn't do it anymore and will escalate up the drug ladder to much more addicting and harmful substances.

Quite frankly, I don't understand why the legalization of marijuana is undergoing such a great amount of controversy right now. Whether the government decides to legalize it or not, people will continue to abuse it because they have just lost sight of how to have real fun.

Like to cover interesting things?

Meetings Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. Student Center, room 208
chanticleer@coastal.edu
or call 349-2330

Join The Chanticleer.
The Passover tradition: Two students share their religious experiences

by Jessica Titus
for The Chanticleer

I am currently a sophomore at Coastal Carolina University. Judaism has always been an important aspect in my life.

When I decided to attend college here in Conway, I didn't realize how difficult it would be to keep up with my Jewish background. After beginning classes at CCU, I discovered that there are not many temples around here. In fact, I have yet to find a Reform Jewish temple.

I have to admit, last semester there was a short period of time in which I questioned my beliefs. In October of my freshman year, I began dating my current boyfriend, Eric. For the first three months we were dating, he kept telling me that he was worried about me because he wasn't sure if I would be "saved" after death. We would sit in the car for hours having conversations about the subject. Eventually, the topic got old and religion stopped being the center of his attention.

Other experiences occurred when I worked at Earthwear at Broadway at the Beach. The owner also owns a Christian apparel store at Broadway called Witness Wear. There were a couple of days when he asked me to work at Witness Wear. Numerous customers would lecture me about "finding Jesus" and being "saved." It got so overwhelming, I ended up in tears a few times and had to ask my boss not to have me work in that store anymore.

It's kind of upsetting to be told that when you die you're going to "hell" because of what you believe. I didn't understand how only certain people are able to determine what happens after death. After a couple months of hearing this, I started to wonder if everything that had happened was a sign. Maybe I was supposed to be Christian. Maybe my whole life had been a lie; did it really matter what I believed? Maybe religion doesn't even matter in the end.

I began attending Refuge with Eric and some other friends. I wanted to see if I should consider the alternatives. Everyone was so friendly, but no matter how many times I went, I never felt like I belonged there. I had a few conversations with the group leader of Refuge and with the church's pastor. I was so confused and had no idea what to do. Afterwards, I called up some of my Jewish friends from back home and tried to get their perspectives, but it didn't help much.

I decided one day to just sit down and think about things. I thought about what makes me a Jew. My youth groups and Hebrew school classes have had a big effect on who I am today. I discovered that there is no reason why I shouldn't be Jewish. Judaism explains my beliefs and is a major part of who I am.

I have to admit that it is difficult to stick to your beliefs when in a completely new and different environment. My best advice would be don't let people get to you and don't be afraid to stick up for your beliefs. I guess I will end this essay by saying I am Jewish and proud of it!

Growing up in a Catholic family, I never really heard much about Jewish traditions. As a child of about 3,000 years ago. Growing up, I always heard references to this story in mass and at the Christian camp I went to every summer, but I never really understood what had happened.

Over 3,000 years ago, Joseph had a vision that Egypt would have a terrible famine. He told the Pharaoh that this would happen and the Pharaoh stored grain so there would be enough food for everyone. Because Joseph had helped the Pharaoh, he told Joseph that all of the Hebrews could stay in Egypt peacefully.

After this Joseph died, a new Pharaoh took power, not knowing what Joseph had done. The Pharaoh made the Hebrews slaves and treated them cruelly. A decree came that all the first-born Hebrew boys must be killed. Moses, as a baby, was placed in a basket that was found by the Pharaoh's daughter and Moses was raised as an Egyptian prince.

Later in life, Moses killed a guard who was beating a slave and he fled Egypt. God spoke to Moses through a burning bush, telling him to go to the Pharaoh and demand that he let his people go. The Pharaoh refused and God sent the ten plagues; blood, frogs, lice, flies, cattle disease, boils, hail, locusts, darkness and the death of the first-born child. The Hebrews put lamb blood over their doorposts so the Angel of Death would "pass over" their doors, leaving their first-born alive. When the Egyptians tried to cross, the water came crashing down on them. I had never drawn this connection between Joseph and Moses until this year. After attending 6th grade, I have a deeper understanding of what had happened, and a greater love of what God will do for his Chosen People. I look forward to taking the conversion classes over the summer to officially become Jewish and to gain a deeper understanding of Jewish culture and history.

I went to every summer, but over the summer to officially become Jewish and to "pass over" their doors, leaving their first-born alive.

I went to every summer, but over the summer to officially become Jewish and to "pass over" their doors, leaving their first-born alive.

U.S. STEAK - SHRIMP - CHICKEN

10% OFF ANY MEAL WITH CCU OR HGTD

LOCATED ON 501 NEXT TO FISH LOUN

National Jewish group comes to CCU

by M.G. Fisher

There are currently two students working on the process of starting the Hillel Jewish club on the Coastal Carolina University campus.

Eric Aycock and Jessica Titus have been working on a mission statement for the new Jewish club on campus, which is meant to teach students about the history, customs and rituals of Judaism and Israel. Hillel is already the largest Jewish organization on campuses worldwide.

Aycock and Titus are trying to get approved on campus this summer so that they can be recognized by the national organization for the fall semester. The club activities will be open to all CCU students without regard to their religious preferences.

One of the goals of the club is to make students more aware of volunteer opportunities and to get them involved both on and off campus.

Although the club will be teaching students about the Jewish faith and Israel's history, the leaders are determined to make sure that the weekly meetings are fun.

"We don't want the meetings to be like another class," Titus said.

The club will be holding religious services on both Friday nights and Saturday mornings. This is a requirement of the national organization. A religious coordinator will put together and lead the services, tailoring so that they are not as long as a regular Jewish service.

There are currently two Jewish temples in the area. One temple is for Orthodox Jews, and the other is for Conservative Jews. There are currently no temples for Reform Jews.

There are currently two Jewish temples in the area. One temple is for Orthodox Jews, and the other is for Conservative Jews. There are currently no temples for Reform Jews.

There are currently 17 students who are showing interest in the club, seven more than required by the Student Government Association to start a club.

There are about 70 students who claim the Jewish faith in the 2005-2006 freshman class. Some Jewish people are a bit afraid and uncomfortable to admit that they are Jewish, due to the persecution they have received in the past. There are hopes that the emergence of this club will change all that.

Tom Woodle is the potential adviser of the club, though as of now, the club does not have an official adviser.

A meeting will be held for those interested in joining the campus Hillel group on April 25 at 6:45 p.m. and on April 27 at 6 p.m. Both meetings will be held in the Wall building, room 321. For more information, contact Eric Aycock at eaycock@coastal.edu, Jessica Titus at jtitus@coastal.edu, or visit the Hillel Foundation for Jewish Campus Life Web site at http://www.hillel.org.
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**Crime Log**

### 1. 4/3:

**Threats**

The victim was performing maintenance at University Place when the subject became disgruntled and when they could not enter their room. The subject then threatened the victim and left the building.

### 2. 4/4:

**Burglary**

The victim reported that unknown persons entered their unlocked room in Palmetto Hall and removed their cell phone from the kitchen counter while the victim was gone for the night.

### 3. 4/4:

**Burglary**

The victim reported that while in the shower, unknown persons entered the Palmetto Hall room and removed their wallet from their purse.

### 4. 4/6:

**Burglary**

The complainant stated that when they left the Prince Building the previous evening there was money in their office drawer; the next day the money was missing.

### 5. 4/7:

**Larceny**

The victim stated that they left their iPod and cell phone on their kitchen counter in the Waccamaw Hall room and noticed the items were missing. The victim had visitors prior to the items being missing.

### 6. 4/8:

**Breaking and Entering Auto**

Unknown persons entered the victim’s Santee Hall room and vandalized the room.

### 7. 4/8:

**Breaking and Entering Auto**

The complainant went to use the pool in the William Brice Gymnasium. Their cell and driver’s side mirror was damaged when they left the building.

### 8. 4/9:

**Disorderly Conduct**

While officers were investigating a complaint in Santee Hall, the subject began to get loud and boisterous when questioned about the events. The subject was arrested for disorderly conduct.

### 9. 4/9:

**Disorderly Conduct**

Unknown persons entered the victim’s Santee Hall room and vandalized the room.

### 10. 4/10:

**Larceny**

The victim's purse was taken from their Waccamaw Hall room and removed their money was taken from a bench.

### 11. 4/10:

**Larceny**

While the victim was at the pool in the Williams Brice Gymnasium, their cell phone and money was taken from a locker.

### 12. 4/10:

**Larceny**

The victim was at the pool in the Williams Brice Gymnasium when their shirt and money was taken from a bench.

### 13. 4/11:

**Trespassing**

A panic alarm at University Place was pressed when the victim’s former friend showed up unannounced and was frightening the victim with their behavior. The individual was removed from the scene and issued a trespass notice and no contact with the victim.

### 14. 4/11:

**Vandalism to Vehicle**

Unknown persons scratched the hood of the victim’s vehicle while it was parked at the William Brice Gymnasium.

### 15. 4/12:

**Larceny**

While delivering food to the Edwards building, the complainant reported that a tray of cookies was removed from the building.

### 16. 4/13:

**Parking Violation**

Several months ago, the subject was given a warning about being parked in the wrong area. The subject was again found in violation of the parking rules and a boot was put on the vehicle.

### 17. 4/17:

**Larceny**

While waiting to receive a reimbursement check from payroll, the victim found that unknown persons took the check from the Coastal Marine Science Center mailroom and cashed the check, which was intended for the victim.

---

**Campus wetland plants relocated for preservation**

Students, faculty and staff met around 8 a.m. on Thursday, April 13 to relocate wetland plants that were growing in a ditch near the new arena site. The plants were taken from the ditch by a bulldozer (below). The group of volunteers then sorted through the clumps of mud to identify and take desired plants. The plants were loaded on a trailer and moved to a created wetland habitat located across from the campus post office on Founders Drive.

---

Dr. Susan Libes (second from right) played a crucial role in organizing the group to relocate the plants. Libes is known on campus and in the community for her work with stormwater management.
Samuel Matthew Davis: 1986-2006

by Ashley Taliana
Section Editor

Friends and family of Samuel Matthew Davis, more affectionately known as "Matt," gathered at Spadoni Park on Coastal Carolina University's campus to remember their departed friend on April 12. Members of Matt's fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and CCU Customs, two groups that Matt was an active member of, were a predominant presence. Even more predominant was Matt's red 1967 fastback Mustang that his friends washed and waxed for the service.

Doug Stratt, president of Tau Kappa Epsilon, introduced speakers and friends to share thoughts, stories and experiences of Matt. Lloyd Holmes, dean of students, gave university condolences. Thank you for allowing us to enjoy your son at Coastal," said Holmes to Matt's parents, Samuel and Janie Davis.

Rev. Scarlett Tanner-Hester of the First United Methodist Church read from the gospel of Matthew and offered words of comfort.

After Rev. Tanner-Hester spoke, TKE fraternity members Matt Ballard, Casey Hornung and Robert Morrill shared humorous stories about "Davis."

"He was the greatest friend anyone could ask for. We made a pact to be at each other's weddings and Matt will be at all my weddings... and divorce settle-

Local company sets up career Web site to 'give back' to community

by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor

Believe it or not, there are organizations and businesses in society that are community-oriented.

Link Brokers Group, Inc., a Web site hosting and applications design business, started a program in 2005 called Coastal Carolina Employment. This program is meant to give back to the community by providing businesses in the area with the most qualified people to fill open positions. Kevin Shinwell is the owner and CEO of Link Brokers Group, Inc., and according to a mission statement released by The Local Employment Fund, one of Coastal Carolina Employment's sponsors, he "acknowledges the importance of education." As a result of Shinwell's beliefs in the power of knowledge, the Coastal Carolina Employment Web site was created to help graduating college students find jobs in their local area.

Coastal Carolina Employment has three concerns it hopes to address. It strives to "retain job seekers with top talent and skill sets in the Coastal Carolinas," provide job seekers with companies that offer career opportunities; and help today's children become tomorrow's leaders.

These concerns are directly addressed by having colleges endorse free resumes to their students; by being sponsored by businesses that are looking for highly-qualified individuals to fill available job openings and internships; and by asking community or business leaders to donate a certain percentage of the money they invest into some form of educational fund.

Link Brokers Group, Inc. has done all of this part of their "plan to give back."

Matthew Fitte, an employee of Link Brokers Group, Inc. is very passionate about what Coastal Carolina Employment has to offer the community.

"This program funnels money to educational systems; it's our way of taking care of our own," he said.

Coastal Carolina Employment has 10 different sponsors, including Conway National Bank, HTM and Fairfield Resorts. Eight college and universities in the Carolinas are currently participating, including Coastal Carolina University, Horry Georgetown Technical College and the College of Charleston.

Students who are familiar with online resume posting Web sites like MonsterTRAK, CareerBuilder.com and Jobster.com will have no problem using Coastal Carolina Employment. The only difference between sites like MonsterTRAK and Coastal Carolina Employment is the geographical area they serve. While MonsterTRAK, CareerBuilder.com and Jobster.com allow users to post resumes that extend nationwide, Coastal Carolina Employment focuses strictly on the Coastal Carolina, greater Pee Dee area.

Not only does Coastal Carolina Employment allow users to post previous experience; resumes, it offers assistance for those who do not yet have a resume.

Visitors to the site can also pursue through lists of employers currently seeking individuals to fill open positions, read through the variety of articles and tips on how to write a resume, how to write proper e-mails to potential employers and information on the top 10 most profitable majors in college.

Coastal Carolina Employment serves as a useful tool for college graduates who are choosing to stay in this area and work after they graduate. Students interested in posting their resume or just finding valuable information on how to write or build a resume should visit www.coastalcarolinaemployment.com.

Students give blood at American Red Cross drive

The American Red Cross Blood Drive parked its bus outside of the Student Center on April 12 all day so students, faculty and staff could donate blood if they so chose.

The members of Tau Kappa Epsilon gather around the picture of their former brother, Matt Davis, who passed away on March 30.

Photo by Ashley Taliana

Students give blood at American Red Cross drive

The American Red Cross Blood Drive parked its bus outside of the Student Center on April 12 all day so students, faculty and staff could donate blood if they so chose.

Photo by Scott Dean

A student sits inside the Blood Drive bus on April 12, ready to donate his blood to the American Red Cross. Nurses provided small snacks and beverages for students after they donated blood.

Photo by Scott Dean
Find out what everyone is squawking about!

Join The Chanticleer.
Meetings Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
Student Center, room 208
chanticleer@coastal.edu or call 349-2330
**Squawk!**

**CCU hosts first dance ever**

**by Daniel Didion**

**Staff Writer**

The Grand Tail Ball was held from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. on Friday, April 7 at the Myrtle Beach Sherraton Hotel and Convention Center. Open to all students and faculty, the event was hailed as a "Night of EnCHANTment," and did its best to live up to its cute tagline with posh digs, popular music and an ornate spread of hors-d'oeuvres.

Organized by the Coastal Productions Board, the ball was the first event of its kind at Coastal Carolina University. Many other universities hold traditional balls each year that are just like high schools hold proms. Other institutions hold formal events and a demand from CCU's very own student body prompted Coastal Productions to begin developing a formal ball this past February.

Antonio L. Pee, CCU senior and entertainment chair, said that "many students, including a lot of campus Greek life, requested the event, and it soon gained the support from the vice president of student affairs."

The Coastal Productions Board and the Student Government Association (SGA) sponsored the event, splitting the expenses. Tickets were sold for a very affordable $5 single and $8 a couple. Proceeds from ticket sales were used to

*Please see Ball on page B3*

**Santee Midnight Madness**

**event a success**

**by Raytevia Evans**

**Staff Writer**

Music filled the air on the Santee Field when over 100 people attended Midnight Madness at Santee Residence Hall for food, fun and football.

The event was planned for students who live in Santee to replace the spring cookout but quickly spread to other students around campus. The field was crowded at 10 p.m. on April 12 with hungry, excited students from every residence hall on campus.

The resident assistants (RAs) fired up the grills with hamburgers and hotdogs that were thoroughly enjoyed by the students at the event. Everyone ate and watched the football games which consisted of two professional teams and two amateur teams. The professional teams were made up of students who had football experience in the past while the amateur teams were made up of students who had no football experience at all.

Lights were set up on the field and the football games were the main attraction for many of the students. "This is going to be a big social event and I feel great about the game," said Perry Helton, a member of one of the professional teams.

The teams stayed on the field until 12:30 a.m. the following morning.

**Squawk! Question: How do you prepare for final exams?**

*I use flashcards and catalog my material by groups.*

**Titus Pressley,** history major

*I go to the library and study with a group.*

**Allanah Dobson,** health promotion major

*[I] take Adderall, energy drinks and coffee.*

**Austyn Brady,** undeclared

*[I] study around three or four hours and go to the library.*

**Veronica Creed,** biology major

"The week before, I get all my partying out of the way and have many long nights of studying."

**Chad Miller,** management major

*[I] skip classes and go to CINO Day.*

**Lauren Brajer,** English major

*[I] read over notes and meet with girls from the classes.*

**Matt Molzan,** English and communication majors

*[I] look over review material the professor puts up and look over old tests and quizzes.*

**John Adamec,** marine science major

*Photos and reporting by Trevor Arrowood*
CASH FOR BOOKS!

Enter to WIN tickets to see OAR at the House of Blues!!

Get top dollar for your books!

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

University Hall• 100 Chanticleer Drive East
Conway, South Carolina 29526
Phone: 843-349-2360 • Fax: 843-349-2367

*fCurrent market value applies.
**See store for details.
Ball

Continued from page B1

offset costs by paying back some of the SGA's monetary contributions.

Appropriately, the ball had been held on the same night Aynor High School had its prom in another room of the Convention Center. Coastal Productions hired DJ QP to open beats for the evening's festivities and utilized the hotels catering service to provide a spread of vegetables, crackers, cheeses, fruits and alcoholic drinks for the teal ballers who carried proper IDs.

Unfortunately, despite all the proper makings, the ball had a fairly sparse turnout. Perhaps the lacking numbers can be chalked up to the other off-campus events that were going on that Friday, such as the masque we call the "Big Man on Campus" contest.

Whatever it was keeping students from attending, the event was still a considerable inaugural ball, and as CCU freshman Gary Catalanotto put it, "a great date for me and my beautiful girl-friend."

Horoscopes

Aries (March 21-April 19) Your dreams should be absolutely amazing tonight, so be prepared. Keep pens and paper - and a nightlight - ready for when inspiration hits.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) You've usually the one person in the group who's always thirsty. Don't bet on that now, and be careful. You could waste a lot of money. Gemini (May 21-June 21) Running into an obstacle is never comfortable. It's a shock to your delicate senses, and to your creativity. So watch where you're going, and don't run into the obstacle too hard.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) An otherwise wonderful moment could be disrupted by financial worries. You'll have plenty of money, however, after the property appreciates.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Proceed with caution. The map you're following doesn't go this far. The only certainty is that conditions are uncertain. Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Don't do anything outrageous, even in private at home. Odds are too high that you'd hurt yourself or break something. Don't jump on the couch!

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) New information is in conflict with a previous assumption you decide which is the truth? Wait, it becomes apparent.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) You don't have to share everything with your friends every time. For example, if you win a prize or bonus, don't tell anybody about it. Just get yourself a small treat.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Your natural compassion serves you, and others, well. Offer support and some good ideas to a person who's very upset.

Club corner: Swim club dives despite small size

by Ractenia Evans

Coastal Carolina University's Swim Club is an active club on campus. The organization consists of about 12 dedicated members and is willing to accept anyone who enjoys being in the water.

Most of the members have been swimming competitively for years or just for fun.

"I joined the swim club because I have been swimming competitively since I was 5," said Lindsay Simpson, the president of the club.

The students do not have a meeting once a week like most campus clubs and organizations. However, they have scheduled practices throughout the week on Monday, Friday and Sunday afternoons at the campus pool. The practices are not coached and are not mandatory.

"It's really just a time that people can get together and swim," said Simpson.

Because they have been swimming for a long period of time, the members often practice on perfecting their strokes to prepare for competitions.

The students have a $10 fee each semester. The organization competes at Elon University in the fall and Georgia Tech in the spring. They compete against other colleges and make great achievements in the competitions that are not expected by a small swim team.

Despite the size of the CCU swim team, the members make themselves known with a lot of school spirit and support.

"Our school is too small to really contend with the other schools, but we make a name for ourselves by being the most spirited," said Amanda Kelley, a member of the club.

The club is now working ways to raise money to compete more often at different swim meets.

Besides spending most of their time in the water, the members get together and socialize at what they like to call "spaghetti dinners." They schedule this event before swim meets just to hang out and have fun.

Swim Club focuses on a good time and doing what they enjoy.

"Swimming has always been an integral part of my life and the pool used to be my home," said Kelley.

The members are always looking for more members and they have bulletin by the pool with information on the club's background and pictures of their many accomplishments.

For more information on the Swim Club, contact Lindsay Simpson, the president, at lasimnus@coastal.edu; Tara Saville, the advisor, at tavis@coastal.edu; or e-mail theclub at swimchant@yahoo.com.
Book review: ‘Haunted’ not an everyday read

by Caroline P. Smith
Assistant Editor

Everyone is familiar with the movie "Fight Club," with Brad Pitt and Edward Norton that was directed by David Fincher and was released in 1999. What you may not know is the movie was based off a book written by Chuck Palahniuk.

In 2005, Palahniuk wrote another book titled "Haunted." As disturbing as "Fight Club" may have seemed to some people, "Haunted" is even more deranged and borderline psychotic.

The book is composed of 24 chapters, which are each broken into sections of three. The first section is written by the narrator, the second section is a poem, and the third section is a story told by one of the other 23 characters in the novel. Before each character's story, the narrator tells their story up on the theater's stage.

The characters, related back to the readers by the narrator.

Let me see if I can explain to you the environment these 24 characters have gotten themselves into. All of them answered an advertisement that offered a chance to get away for three months and provide them with all the materials and privacy necessary for them to write their "masterpiece." In the first chapter, all of the aspiring writers get picked up in a bus at 4:30 in the morning under the pretense that they are on their way to some form of paradise for the next three months to write their greatest work of literature.

The characters soon discover, after being taken to an abandoned theater, that they are not going to the paradise they had imagined in their minds. Instead, the man who placed the advertisement, Mr. Whittier, has made them his prisoners in this enormous theatre until they produce their book.

Each character reacts to the situation in relatively the same manner. At first, all white and complain, but they eventually start telling each other horrifying and terrible stories about their past or about people they have known.

The narrator has a given each character a nickname that they are known as throughout the entire novel; nicknames that are not your average alias. Personally, I would not want to be known as "Saint Gut-Free" or as "Comrade Snarky."

Before each character tells their story up on the theater's stage, the narrator writes a poem in blank verse about each character. Following each poem is the corresponding character's gruesome tale. And by guesome I mean intestines being pulled out by a suction tube in a pool, people's heads and stomachs being crushed by bowling balls and policemen molesting the dolls meant to be used to teach CPR.

As if these stories aren't enough to turn your stomach, the situation in the theatre progressively gets worse, but not by any doing of Mr. Whittier. The characters themselves make their own situation worse in order to have a story to tell the press when they eventually get out that will elevate them to immediate fame. They start by destroying all the freeze-dried food that Mr. Whittier had provided for them, then escalate to breaking the furniture, washing the dryer units and eventually become so psychotic that they actually begin slicing off their own fingers and toes.

The most disgusting part of the story was when they resort to cannibalism. When one of the characters, Comrade Snarky, faints, the other characters mistook her for dead. They are so hungry they slice of pieces of her buttocks, add flavor to them, and chow down. When Comrade Snarky wakes up, she doesn't realize what they've done because of the excessive amounts of clothes she wears, and when she discovers they have "food," she asks for a piece and they don't tell her what it is they are eating. I have a particularly strong stomach, but reading this passage made me feel sick.

I would definitely only recommend this novel to readers who have durable stomachs and control over their gagging reflex. However, credit must be given to Palahniuk for complete originality. Where have I ever read literature that describes a situation I would normally only expect to see in a movie directed by Rob Zombie.
T-shirts raise awareness
by Lekeisha Edwards
Staff Writer
The Clothesline Project: Remembering Victims and Survivors of Sexual Assault
As April 10-14 marked the recognition of Sexual Assault Awareness Week, Coastal Carolina University participated in the spreading of awareness with the implementation of "The Clothesline Project," sponsored by the Grand Strand Community Against Rape and S.T.A.R. (Students Taking Active Responsibility).
"The Clothesline Project" provided survivors, and the friends and family of survivors or victims, the opportunity to paint a T-shirt that expressed their sadness and sorrows, as well as their triumphs in personal experiences with sexual assault. T-shirts were painted and hung April 10-11 on the Prince Lawn from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Both co-coordinators for S.T.A.R., Chris Carhart and Sunni Stewart helped with the project.
Stewart stated, "Anyone from faculty, students and members of the community participated in the project. Each participant is given the opportunity to express their thoughts and feelings on sexual assault anonymously without being in the spotlight. They took the time to paint a shirt and talk about a experience that sticks with them and has changed their lives."
The T-shirts were provided by the Grand Strand Community Against Rape and each color represented a specific type of abuse.
"We were given a number of shirts that were pre-designed so that new participants would get an idea as to how they typically look. Then each participant chose a shirt related to the type of abuse they experienced. The pink shirt represented survivors of sexual assault; the blue shirt represented survivors of incest or child abuse; the yellow shirt represented survivors of relationship violence; the purple shirt represented survivors of sexual orientation; and the white shirt represented those that died as a result of any sexual violence," Stewart added.
Approximately 200 shirts were later displayed throughout the Prince Lawn on various clotheslines so that others could learn about the experiences each participant endured.
"Students and faculty are more aware of sexual assault now after viewing the T-shirts," said Stewart. "It helps us all realize that it can happen to anyone."

Photo by Ashley Tallina

Pop 101 plays famous theme songs, Beatles music
by Neil Causey
Staff Writer
Performing familiar songs from popular movies, Pop 101 presented "Music at the Movies II" on April 12. Pop 101 is Coastal Carolina University's student rock 'n' roll ensemble.
Pop 101's concert opened with a medley of many movie scores and theme songs. Some of the songs included were the scores to "Superman," "The Godfather" and "Gone with the Wind." Also featured in this medley were songs such as "Soul Bossa Nova" from "Austin Powers," "Tequila" from "Pee-Wee's Big Adventure" and the theme from "Rocky.' It was pleasing to see a return of some of the old energy and soul of Pop 101. As much as this ensemble changes, and as good as last semester's show was, it seemed to be lacking some genuine energy and enthusiasm.
"Music from the Movies II" was filled with classic songs, many of which are well known in their own right, with or without their respective movies. The show both opened and closed with Beatles' songs. Playing something by the Beatles is an almost guaranteed way to get on a listener's good side. Opening the show was "Come Together" from "A Bronx Tale," which featured all of the main vocalists in the ensemble. Following this was Steve Wonder's "Superstition" from "The Godfather." One of the finest selections was the medley of the three Johnny Cash songs, "Folsom Prison Blues," "Jackson" and "Walk the Line," all from the movie, "Walk the Line." Pop 101 played the songs very well, but understandably, the singers had to work really hard to hit those low notes that Cash was so famous for.
Something really has to be said for the selection of music for the show. While there was not anything too extreme on any level, the selection was quite diverse with rock, pop, soul and even a little country represented. Just about anyone would hear something he or she liked.
"Music at the Movies II" featured everything from classic rock standards such as the Who's "Pinball Wizard" and Aerosmith's "Sweet Emotion," to the modern offerings of the Dixie Chicks' "Ready to Run," and Frank Sinatra's "One For My Baby (And One More for the Road)" was included.
"Pop 101's version of Elton John's, "Hello Goodbye," was almost guaranteed. This was the easiest song to perform, but it was done remarkably well.
Pop 101's version of "Twist and Shout" was full of the frenetic energy that the Beatles' first put into the song back in the early '60s. With just a little encouragement, there were even a few people dancing in the aisles. There is a lot of potential with this group of Pop 101 students, and as they become more experienced at playing together, they could easily become really good.

SUNDROP TANNING SALON
234-2720
Located on Highway 544 less than 1 mile from CCU.
(This means no 501 traffic!)
Level 1 SUNVISION BEDS
Single Session only $5
5 Sessions for $20
10 Sessions for $30
Monthly Package $35

Level 2 SUNDASH AND POWERSUN BEDS
Single Session only $9
5 Sessions for $30
10 Sessions for $40
Monthly Package $45

SPRING AND SUMMER SPECIAL:
Buy a 2 month package and receive your third month FREE!

Thanks for making us CCU's #1 Tanning Salon!
If you are what you eat,

Most of us don't go a day without food, as it is one of our most important necessities. Because of this, it is important to know where the food we consume comes from and what goes into getting it to us. With more knowledge of these issues, better food choices can be made that will help us all live more sustainable and perhaps healthier lives.

Why buy local?

One of the most important reasons to buy local is the reduction in carbon emissions. The produce is transported shorter distances, which reduces fuel consumption and improves air quality.

Visit a local farmers market:

Myrtle's Market is open Wednesdays in the months of April-October, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on White Ave. (formerly 10th Ave.). The market sells homemade breads, cheeses, fruit and vegetables, fresh flowers, and fruit and vegetables. Myrtle's Market visit www.cityofsanantonio.com for more information.

What is "organic"?

Most grocery stores have a variety of organic products, and some other items such as fruits and vegetables may be labeled "organic". Certified organic farms do not use any chemicals or synthetic fertilizers, and all livestock is raised without antibiotics or growth hormones.

Keep it home grown

If pesticides and herbicides are used, they can contaminate our water and soil. By growing your own food, you can reduce your exposure to these chemicals.

Annie's Homegrown is a company that sells natural and organic products. The company is also known for its “Be Green” bumper sticker. It advocates environmental studies and recycling, as well as provides scholarships. To learn more about the Annie's products and the programs the company supports, visit www.annies.com.

Horizon is a well-known organic company that sells a variety of egg and dairy products. The Horizon brand can be found at most grocery stores. As shown here, the company proudly explains what makes its product good for you and the environment.

Both company websites provide information about organic food and healthy recipes.

Horizon is a well-known organic company that sells a variety of egg and dairy products. The Horizon brand can be found at most grocery stores. As shown here, the company proudly explains what makes its product good for you and the environment.

Both company websites provide information about organic food and healthy recipes.

Horizon is a well-known organic company that sells a variety of egg and dairy products. The Horizon brand can be found at most grocery stores. As shown here, the company proudly explains what makes its product good for you and the environment.

Both company websites provide information about organic food and healthy recipes.
at, what are you?

The most important reason to buy local produce is because it is fresh. Transported shorter distances than produce from across the nation, which ensures that you, the consumer, are getting the fruits and vegetables to the price of what you buy is travel cost. With decreased travel fuel is used to transport your produce. The Sierra Club National Consumer Committee produced a short film entitled "The True Cost of Food" which states eating local food saves up to 17 times the fuel to transport a tomato to be $374. A 15-minute video, or a shortened seven minute version, visit ecostoffood.org/truecostoffood/movie.asp about

Farmers market: Myrtle's Market Market is open Wednesday – Saturday from 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. during April-October. It is located at the corner of Oak St. and Mr. Joe Cope Rd (formerly 10th Ave. N). In addition to the local and in-season produce the market sells homemade goods, market meals, arts and crafts, plants fresh seafood, jams and jellies. For more information about the market visit www.cityofmyrtlebeach.com or call 843-457-5618. A schedule for the market will be finalized soon.

What is organic?

Every store has at least a small produce section labeled "organic" in addition to the local and in-season produce. Organic farms do not use toxic and persistent chemicals, most of which contaminate our water supply. Purchasing organic meat means that the animal is not given antibiotics or growth hormones, and was not genetically modified for the U.S. Department of Agriculture organic label on products that meet organic standards. Organic items cost more than the conventional items because organic farmers do not receive federal subsidies like conventional farmers do, which also influences organic consumers to research about vegetarianism before changing their lifestyle, which happens to be more sustainable since it can provide more food.

"Organic" items are grown in close quarters under treatment that is often seen as inhumane. Seventy percent of our poultry and pork, and forty percent of our beef comes from feedlots. The film "The True Cost of Food" states that 10 pounds of grain is used to produce one pound of beef. More and more people are turning to vegetarian lifestyle, which happens to be more sustainable since it can provide more food. To control insect pests, mix dishsoap and water in a spray bottle and apply to the plants. To keep rabbits or other animals out of the garden, construct a small fence around the garden.

The USDA Organic label certifies that the Naturally Preferred brand of milk meets all organic standards.
Music in Myrtle Beach
CD review: James Blunt redefines amateur with ‘Back to Bedlam’

by Bystevis Evans
Staff Writer

The debut album, ‘Back to Bedlam’ from James Blunt exceeds the expectations of an amateur artist. Blunt, soldier turned singer-songwriter, acoustically fills, emotionally voices and heralds his life experiences in the lyrics of his songs with sublime new talent.

Blunt sought entry into the music industry after finishing four years in the British Army. Even though he enjoyed his Army career, music remained his passion and he never gave up on becoming a full-fledged artist. And he never gave up on becoming a full-time experiences turned singer-songwriter, acoustically

Although he had written many of his songs while in the Army, The first single, “You’re Beautiful,” has spent many weeks on American billboard charts today.

The song “Cry” is a mellow track that tells the story of lending a shoulder to a friend during a time of need. It is no surprise that “Back to Bedlam” was recorded in Los Angeles with the help of producer Tom Rothrock, who has worked with artists such as Elliott Smith. The 10-track album is a genre of its own kind that is enjoyed by many. Fans are swayed by Blunt’s eclectic vocals and instrumental involvement.

The album contains songs that all tell a different story. The track “Goodbye My Lover” is a deeply personal song that contains strong emotional resonance in which the artist sings of a past love that he had become addicted to but failed to succeed in making a lasting relationship. The current single, ‘High,’ tells the

story of a passionate love and beautiful dawns, painting an unforgettable image of both, and delivered in vocal styles that are sure to be heard for years to come.

Schedule of events at the House of Blues

April 26 Chris Brown with T-Pain, Megan Rochelle, Event, Lt J Xavier and Brandon T. Jackson
April 28 Little River Band with Eddie Bush
April 29 Lt I Flip and Channilleire-Co
May 4 *HEMP* with guest Alden
May 5 O.A.R. and Michael Tolcher
May 9 In Flames with Throwdown, Nevermore and Ever Grey
May 16 The Lappie
May 13 Atlantic Rhythm Section
May 15 Appetite for Destruction
May 16 The Fray with The Dumbwells
May 17 Blues Traveler
May 18 Jackyl
May 19 Thursday
May 20 David Allan Coe with DB Bryant

*Club All Access Night is every Monday night
*Reggae Nights are every Tuesday night
*Rockstar Karaoke is every Thursday night on the outdoor pavilion
*Gospel Brunch is every Sunday

For more information, visit www.hob.com

Compiled by Caroline P. Smith, Assistant Editor

Local band music and concert schedule

April 27: Trent Willmon at the Beach Wagon, doors at 7 p.m.
April 27: Virtue Trap at the House of Blues Benefit for Latinamericano en Accion (LEA) 4:30-6:30. $35 entrance fee.
April 27: Not Yet Rated at Jackass Saloon, 8 p.m.
April 28: Virtue Trap at the Coastal Ale House, 9:30 p.m.
April 29: Sal Collins, Sault and Tammy & The Express Blues Band at the House of Blues from 1 p.m. - 8 p.m. for a North Myrtle Beach Humane Society Benefit.
April 29: LA Guns, Squeal, The Wet Tones, Jerk & Destroy and Hollywood Water Rats at The Social, 8 p.m.
May 3: Feable Weiner, Cruiser Weighe and Lobolly Lane at The Social, 8 p.m.
May 5: NonPoint, Confiliction, Revelation Theory and Burn Season at The Social, 10 p.m.
May 5: Little Big Town at the Beach Wagon, doors at 7 p.m.

*Every Saturday at the Beach Wagon Charlie Floyd and the Southern Express Band play live starting at 9:30 p.m.

*The Metaphonic Jazz Quartet plays at Panini 38 every Saturday, starting at 8 p.m.
*Pianist Andy Fowler plays at The Living Room every Friday night from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
*D.J. Ancestral Groove plays every first Saturday of the month at The Living Room from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

Compiled by Caroline P. Smith, Assistant Editor

As of April 22, 2006 the top 10 albums in America, according to Billboard.com, are:

1. Rascal Flatts, "Me and My Gang"
2. Various Artists, "Now 21"
3. T.I., "King"
4. Soundtrack, "High School Musical"
5. Tim McGraw, "Greatest Hits Volume 2: Reflected"
6. Pink, "I’m Not Dead"
7. James Blunt, "Back to Bedlam"
8. Shakkira, "Oral Fixation, Vol. 2"
9. Bubba Sparxxx, "The Charm"
10. Alan Jackson, "Precious Memories"

Topping the Billboard Singles Chart:
1. Daniel Powter, "Bad Day"
2. Sean Paul, "Temperature"
3. T.I., "What You Know"
4. James Blunt, "You’re Beautiful"
5. Mary J. Blige, "Be Without You"
6. Natasha Bedingfield, "Unwritten"
7. Dem Franchise Boys featuring Ll, "Peanut and Charlie, "Lean Wit it, Rock Wit it"
8. Rascal Flatts, "What Hurts the Most"
9. Bubba Sparxxx featuring the Ying Yang Twins and Mr. Collipark, "Ms. New Booty"
10. Ne-Yo, "So Sick"

All information from Billboard.com
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
NOW

Because big brother's on the "Van Wilder" plan.

He's burned through his college fund and most of yours. Extend your savings and cover up to 100% of your education costs with a Campus Door student loan, featuring online approval in less than a minute. Write that down.

www.campusdoor.com

Like this poster? Download your own printable PDF version at campusdoor.com/posters
Pitching staff steps up in key wins

by Kyle B. Ward

Staff Writer

Every team needs quality leadership to lead them to the promised land.

Usually, baseball would need that kind of senior leadership on its pitching staff to help pull them through, but it's actually going to be pivotal for the Coastal Carolina University baseball team.

Junior catcher Glynn Tolleson said, "If we're not emotionally to win a game then it's gonna be difficult."

David Ward Golf team has milestone season

This was a milestone year for the Coastal Carolina University golf team. Coastal’s golf team achieved its highest national ranking to date in three separate polls, including being ranked number 17 by GolfWorld/Sagarin, 19th by Golfweek/Sagarin, and 20th in the Golfstat Head-to-Head rankings.

On top of the team accolades, both coach Allen Terrell and Junior Dustin Johnson (Dutch Fork, S.C.) captured top honors, being voted 2005-2006 Big South Men's Coach and Golfer of the Year.

The Chants' most recent triumph was winning the 2006 Big South Men's Golf Championship, which will be hosted by Winthrop University at the Patriot Club at Grand Harbor in Ninety Six, S.C. for the second straight year. Coastal returns to The Patriot Club as defending champions.

With four time coach of the year Terrell, and players like Moises Cobo (Seville, Spain/Pendleton School (Florida)), Johnson (Dutch Fork/SC) and Cameron Hooper (Jacksonville, Fla./Bishop Kenny) the Coastal Carolina's men's golf team is poised to solidify its place among the premier programs in the country.

Men and women's track update

The CCU women's track team is looking for its third consecutive outdoor championship and is also looking to capture this year's Triple Crown, having won the Big South Championship this year in cross country and indoor track and field.

The men are looking to improve on last season's runner-up finish to knock off favored Liberty University.

There is an icon on the main athletic Web site (http://www.gocccusports.com/) with the three-day schedule, conference rankings in each event and all the information anyone needs.

CCU All-Americans Charity Johnson and Mark Johnson are both ranked in the top 10 nationally in the triple jump and pole vault respectively, as well as defending conference champions Anne Marie Moustinga, Brittany Reid, Dana Sizemore and Thomas Jordan as well as several All-Americans from competing Big South schools. This past weekend was the first time CCU has hosted the Outdoor Championships in nine years.

Congratulations to all May 2006 graduates. Best of luck to everyone in the future!
JOIN TODAY
Membership has its privileges!

To be an active member in the Alumni Association, you are asked to donate a minimum of $25 annually to receive benefits, which include:

- Alumni loan consolidation program
- Alumni travel program
  (Worldwide destinations $349/wk)
- Kimbel Library benefits
- Career Services support
- Coastal Carolina University Magazine
- Discount on Quail Creek Golf Club membership
- Discount on gifts / merchandise at campus bookstore & Quail Creek Pro Shop
- MBNA credit card program
- Name listing in the President’s Annual Report
- Short and long-term insurance options
- Invitations to alumni and area chapter events

For more information on how to join, please contact the Coastal Carolina University Office of Alumni Relations at: 843-349-ALUM (2586) or alumni@coastal.edu.
Congratulations to all of Coastal Carolina University’s athletic teams on a season well-played. Good luck to all the graduating senior athletes in their future endeavors.
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